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Ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCO) is the enzyme responsible for the
catalysis of carbon dioxide addition in the first step of the Calvin cycle. In spite of its biological
relevance and its evolutionarily converged active site, carboxylase activity is extremely slow and
inefficient. Previous crystallographic studies have shown that the phosphate groups on the
substrate relocate within the active site accompanying active site closure1 (Figure 1, left). The
availability of multiple substrate binding sites could control carboxylase activity, but the effect
these sites have on chemically significant conformational substates has not been fully
investigated. With analysis of crystal structures, molecular dynamics simulations, and clustering
methods, we characterize these substates and elucidate secondary interactions that further
distinguish them (Figure 1, right). This analysis establishes importance sampling strategies for
chemically relevant conformations of the active site and conformational changes to target with
free energy sampling. This will reveal collective motions of the active site that couples to
chemical activity, confirm highly conserved residues in RuBisCO tree, and suggest sites that
could be targeted for mutation to affect the kinetics of this essential enzyme.

Figure 1. Left. The initial (purple) and secondary (pink) binding sites for the phosphates within the active site of a
Form II RuBisCO from Rhodospirillum rubrum. As the phosphates move from initial to secondary binding sites, the
distance between them shortens from 9.39 to 8.00 Å. Right. This movement affects other coordinates such as the
O2-O3 dihedral angle of the substrate and the sidechain orientation of N111. Collectively, these actions distinguish
substates of the active site as it creates an optimum environment for carbon dioxide addition.
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